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© Computer simulation system and method for specifying the behavior of graphical operator

interfaces.

© A computer simulator system allows the user to specify prototype reaction to events in a pictorial

manner using a visual object environment A spreadsheet like State Table and a visual object collection

coincide on a common graphical display. The State Table is filled in by pointing to lists of events or

actions associated with the different objects. The contents of these lists are dependent on the object

class. Event or action descriptions are transported into the respective cells of the State Table in the form

of descriptive strings of text This text describes the event or action, and the event source, or action

destination. Entries in the State Table define the operation of the simulation and are executed directly

by an interpreter or are compfled to generate a program of instructions for performing the simulation.
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

5 The invention relates to a system for and method of interactive, graphical computer si mulation and, in par-

ticular, to a system and method for providing user programming of interactive, graphic and dynamic applica-

tions through pictorial means.

2. Description of the Related Art

10

Digital computers have long been used to perform complicated and tedious numeric calculations and data

processing. With increased processing speed and memory capability, the roles of digital computers have ex-

panded to include real-time simulations of mechanical, electrical, and other complex systems.

At first, software for performing digital computer simulation required advanced programming skills, the

15 programmer coding the instructions in a low level language such as assembly language or machine code. This

was done to provide the necessary interface between operator inputs and graphic objects displayed on an

output device such as a graphic display or video monitor. With the development of high level languages, it be-

came feasible to construct program generator systems to assist in the development of programs for performing

the simulation. An example of such a simulation system is the virtual Applications Prototyping System (VAPS)

20 commercially available from the assignee of the subject application. The system is disclosed in system doc-

umentation publications including "VAPS: Conceptional Overview"; "VAPS: Reference Guide"; "VAPS: Pro-

grammers^ Guide"; and "VAPS: Installation Guide and Options" all by Virtual Prototypes (1991) and incorpo-

rated herein by reference.

The VAPS system is a tool for designing, testing, and implementing user interfaces. A prototype or "mod-

25 eled" system is the result of the design work done with design tools constituting the VAPS simulation system.

A user interface is a part of hardware and software that provides for human control and feedback. For a soft-

ware program, human control and feedback can include graphs, menus and prompts. For a product such as

a radio, the interface can include scales, dials, and knobs. Thus, the user interface is a bridge for a human to

access an application.

30 The resultant virtualized "prototype " system is a graphics simulation of a control and display mechanism

equivalent in appearance, form, functionality, behavior, animation, etc. to the modeled system. The virtualized

prototype representation is also applicable to the generation of source doe implementing equivalent function-

ality on a target system. Thus, as used herein, the prototype system is functionally equivalent to a modeled

system. However, while the virtualized system is termed to be a prototype, it is not limited to initial system

35 development but may constitute the final target system.

The VAPS system supports development and testing of dynamic, graphical front ends for existing appli-

cations and maintenance of the user interface by allowing changes to be made visually. VAPS contains four

primary modules or subsystems: (i) an Object Editor, (ii) an Integration Editor, (iii) a Logic Editor, and (iv) a

Runtime Environment

40 Briefly, the Object Editor is used by the operator to build the visual interface to the application. Using the

Object Editor, the user draws objects that make up the graphical interface for the prototype. The objects are

then assigned runtime behavior. The user employs the Integration Editor to define and build data connections

or routes between the visual interface and an Application program data. That is, after the display image is pro-

duced using the Object Editor, the Integration Editor connects objects to each other, to data sinks, and to data

45 sources. At the system level, data connections can be made by defining global prototype/applications system

variables.

The Logic Editor allows the user to define and specify how events are to be managed. Using the Logic

Editor, the user can develop a logic control program to manage events from the user interface. Finally, the

Runtime Environment animates the prototype and allows the user to interact with the prototype.

so in the VAPS system, the Object Editor is a window-based, graphical system used to draw and describe

objects thatmake up a man-machine interface (MM I .) TheVAPS MMIs are collections of objects having a visual

representation created by the user and a functional behavior assigned to the graphical representation.

The Object Editor allows the user to build the "functional behavior" exhibited by complex objects or dis-

plays in runtime by specifying a list of object descriptions. The functional behavior of an object refers to how
55 the graphic representation of an object responds to data received and g n rated by th prototype.

The bj ct descriptions defin tw types f bjects: input and output bjects. In general, input objects react

t us r control to supply data to the simulation program representing the "prototype" r "modeled" system.

Output objects react t data gen rated by the input objects, as well as to internal and xt rnal data sources
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of data. Output objects reflect the data by changing appearance in accordance with th pred fined functional

behavior of the respective object type. Thus, an output object such as a virtual met r might be graphically rep-

resented by a graduated scale and a pointer, the position of the pointer relative to the scale being responsive

to predefined data generated by the prototyp system.

5 Input objects accept user inputs and pass data to the system for processing. Typical classes of virtual input

objects include buttons, locators, menus, knobs, switches, event labels, input fields, etc. Virtual input objects

can be defined to be responsive to a corresponding physical input device, such as a mouse, keyboard, touch

screen valuator, or a custom device.

Once the application program has processed the information, the results are displayed on a video monitor

10 screen using output objects. Typical classes of output objects include dials, lights, plots, cursers, bar charts,

tapes, output fields, etc. Thus, output objects are different representations enabling viewing of data generated

by the application. When the data changes, the output objects are dynamically modified to reflect the new

value.

The functionality, i.e. behavior, of objects is defined using property sheets. The contents of a property

15 sheet are dependent on the class of the object described by the property sheet For example, a property sheet

for a dial class (i.e., rotational) object defines the name of the object, display position origin, moving part, center

of rotation, position pointer, initial pointer position, direction of motion, type of motion, and minimum and max-

imum positions and corresponding values.

As described, the Object Editor is used to draw the visual portion of the simulated prototype and define

20 the functionality of objects. The Integration Editor Subsystem animates the objects by providing a data con-

nection to the application data. Connections with the Integration Editor are made by specifying a correspon-

dence or mapping between an object and a data source or data sink.

For example, if a "Dial" type of output object represents the temperature in a boiler, the temperature can

be changed by an external source. The correspondence between the temperature and the Dial reading is made

25 in the Integration Editor. Similarly, an input object that is created and functionally defined in the Object Editor

is connected via globally defined data to provide user input to the application program.

Integration produces a data connection allowing virtual input objects to transmit data and output objects

to receive data. The data controls the functional behavior of a virtual object or alters the attributes of a virtual

object, such as a displayed position or shape of the virtual object

30 Using the Integration Editor, data connections to and from a virtual object are made through a data chan-

nel. Data connections between virtual objects can be made directly from one virtual object to a series of other

virtual objects. This is accomplished by storing the variable information from an input virtual object in a mem-

ory location, referred to as a data channel, and connecting the one or more output virtual objects to the same

memory location to read the updated variable.

35 Data generated by data generators of the prototype interface are connected through direct point-and-click

connections. Thus, an output virtual objects can directly receive data generated by the MMI. As used herein,

"point-and-click" and "click on" refer to designation of an element or virtual object displayed on a video monitor.

This is typically accomplished using a mouse, joystick, touch screen or other graphic input device to position

a cursor displayed on the monitor (i.e., point) and activating a momentary switch to designate the element or

40 virtual object at the cursor position (i.e., click or click-on) for further processing.

External user-defined application programs can also provide data. The memory locations for input and

output virtual objects can be configured to transfer data to and from an external user application program,

with the application program reading and writing to predefined data channels.

Finally, real devices can be directly integrated into the prototype with the interface. Such real devices in-

45 elude input devices such as sensors, joysticks, trackballs, and keyboards.

The Integration Editor maps user input and output information to data locations without regard to where

the data originates. A pictorial interface maps data to provide a direct outlet to a virtual object called a plug.

All virtual objects have such an associated plug, i.e., a labeled data location accessible under program control,

to make the data available to virtual objects and applications programs. In comparison with having to program

so memory connections through a programming language, mapping using the Integration Editor allows the user

to define how the virtual objects of the prototype are to communicate with each other by passing data back

and forth using plugs.

Each mapping variable is defined by making a pictorial connection between the plug and the data source

or sink associated with a virtual object Therefore, when a virtual input objects of a prototype are connected

55 to oth r data s urces r sinks, nly the inf rmati n mapping needs to be changed, n t the individual virtual

object definition.

Collectors are us d to defin requir d combinational Boolean or mathematical functi ns for applicati n

programs requiring th combination f s v ral input s urces to drive a singl utput virtual object Collectors
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can also be used to determine a critical state by comparing an input value with a threshold value.

Data connections are also used to interface input objects of a prototype with an xternal application pro-

gram. For example, interactive application programs may require control and display data interfaces to a pro-

totyp . Th interface provides data communications between virtual objects and externally provided data. The

5 prototyping development system also defines and provides communications with databases using connecting

variables and remote or local communications.

The Logic Editor is used to model the prototype system by defining prototype system states and events.

The system uses a Finite State Machine (FSM) concept as the framework for MMI decision-logic development.

This allows the prototype system to manage events in a context that takes system history into account and

10 supports a fine-grained modelling system functionality, thereby enhancing system reliability.

Prototype system behavioral modelling with the FSM concept produces a model containing a finite number

of states. Each prototype state is entered and exited based on the occurrence of a virtual event Events can

be user or application generated.

To handle FSM modelling, the Logic Editor uses an Augmented Transition Network (ATN) language. The

is ATN language provides a structure for recognizing events and servicing transitions between prototype system

states. Transitions are serviced by invoking routines and then transitioning or moving to the next state.

The Logic Editor is used to produce an ATN program and define prototype system operation. The ATN lan-

guage has two basic constructs, the STATE and the EVENT. These constructs map to the nodes and links

of a conventional state diagram to define prototype interface decisions, i.e., provide logic control and action

20 routines. The general structure of an ATN program is as follows:

STATE start_state

{ initialize the state's parameters if required }

( EVENT eventl) (condition) { response }

-> NEXT_STATE

( EVENT event2) (condition) { response
}

-> NEXT_STATE

etc.

When a virtual event occurs, the prototype system is in a particular predefined state. The prototype system

checks that the event that has occurred matches one of the transitions (i.e., an event and a condition) declared

35 in that state. If the event is matched and the condition is true, i.e., valid and passed, the prototype system

executes the response by executing a number of routines. The prototype system then proceeds to the next

state, awaiting other virtual events. Thus, the ATN code is used to define decision making of the prototype

system.

Input generated events can be received by the ATN program and output virtual objects can be addressed

40 by action routines invoked by the ATN program. The MMI can respond to virtual and real events originating

from many sources, induding data entry, selection, discrete device input (such as a button, switch, input field,

etc.), a continuous discrete device input reaching an increment (such as a potentiometer, knob or locator), time-

out, periodic event, variable value crossing a threshold, voice input or a user-definable event

In order to service events, action routines are dispatched, i.e., invoked to service the event The prototype

45 development system makes libraries of action routines available to fulfill a variety of functions induding per-

forming spedfic object operations, manipulating graphical images and virtual objects on a virtual CRT screen,

altering line types, patterns, fonts, and colors under program control, performing geometric transformations

under program control, writing to output fields and reading from input fields, type checking for strings, com-
municating with an external simulation via Ethernet or other specialized buses, and remapping object plugs.

so Once the functionality of the user interface is completed using the Object Editor, Integration Editor, and
Logic Editor, the dynamics of the prototype are displayed at runtime in the Runtime Environment and the user

is allowed to interact with the prototype through various real and simulated input devices. The Runtime En-

vironments permits a user to evaluate the prototype and operation of the final MMI.

Using such a prototype development system, an essential part in the programming the human-computer
55 interfaces for the prototyp is to specify th behavi r of the interface to virtual v nts. Such vents may be

generated by input devices (buttons, locators and triggers, keyboards, s lects, function keys, touch screens,

pictorial touch panels, v ic int rfaces) as well as by a timeout a message from another system or a variable

crossing a threshold value.

25

30
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It is convenient to use a Finite State Machine (FSM) paradigm to respond to virtual events. Use of a FSM

is suited to addressing s quencing problems often found in operator interfaces, and allows structuring of the

control logic in an orderly, regular fashion.

When an FSM is used, virtual ev nts are processed in the context of a history of prior vents and system

5 states. A combination lock provides a good example of events interpreted in a context of prior events. Only

the correct sequence will open the lock.

In another example, the pilot command landing gear up" should only be serviced in the state "Weight-

off-wheels" and not in the state "Weight-on-wheels". In a FSM, the system is deemed to be in one of a finite

number of states. When input arrives, a transition is executed from the present state to the next state. The

10 next state depends solely on the input and the present state. The output also depends solely on the input and

the previous state. When applying the FSM model to operator interfaces, FSM input is made up of discrete

events and FSM output is the dispatch of a series of subroutines or setting of plug variables. If a logical con-

dition is tested before undertaking the transition, the FSM is an ATN.

ATNs or FSMs can be programmed with a text editor, by completing entries in a table or with a pictorial

15 editor. However, textual completion of the table requires an in-depth knowledge of the syntax and structure

of the ATN or FSM.

Accordingly, a need exists for an improved method and structure for defining the operation of a simulation

system without requiring a knowledge of programming, FSM or ATN languages.

A further need exists for a method of, and structure for, defining a State Table using a graphical input and

20 pull down, context sensitive menus.

A need further exists for a system to visually relate input and output virtual objects using a graphic input

device.

A need further exists for a system which presents a user selection of valid relationships between virtual

objects and available states.

25 A need further exists for a too! to specify a desired behavior using an graphic input device such as a mouse

to point to, and designate, virtual objects which are part of the behavior and by designating desired virtual

object behavior from menus.

Summary of the Invention

30

The invention is directed to a context responsive menu driven prototype development and simulation sys-

tem responsive to a graphic input device for defining relationships between and among prototype virtual ob-

jects displayed on a graphics display such as a video monitor. The relationships are defined by user completion

of a State Table defining prototype system states, virtual events or triggers, virtual actions, and next states.

35 Parameters are input to the table using a combination of images of objects appearing on the computer screen

together with graphically designated menu selections and alphanumeric keyboard entries. Upon completion

of the State Table, the parameters are translated into an Augmented Transition Network (ATN) or similar lan-

guage for execution on a target platform running the simulation (i.e., workstation, personal computer, main

frame, etc.). Thus, the prototype development and simulation system and method according to the invention

40 directs the user to relevant valid choices defining relationships between virtual objects; displays and stores

the relationships, actions, events, and responses as a spreadsheet-like State Table; and translates the State

Table into a compilable program or executable language to be run on a target platform (e.g. computer) system.

According to the invention, prototype system performance is defined using a graphical input device to des-

ignate virtual objects and define relationships between and among the selected virtual objects. State Tables

45 in the form of spreadsheets are completed by interacting with the image of an operator interface composed

of virtual objects, and deriving virtual events or actions by clicking on the appropriate virtual objects.

Messages sent by a virtual object, or methods executed by it, can be arranged in a list (e.g., in a pulldown

menu) and imported into the spreadsheet For example, the event "Light XYZ is turned OFF" would be gen-

erated by clicking on the image of the object light XYZ, and extracting the event Turn OFF" from a pop-up

50 menus. Actions impacting virtual objects are specified in a similar manner.

In conjunction with the prior prototyping systems described, which provide a graphical design environment

for virtual object appearance, virtual object behavior and virtual object interfaces, the invention closes the loop

for allowing full pictorial programming in the domain of dynamic, graphical operator interfaces. Pictorial pro-

gramming allows computer users who do not have a traditional programming background to carry out tasks

55 that normally requir programming knowledge, thereby expanding access to comput r simulations.

Th inv ntion is further directed to a visual method of, and syst m for, programming int ract rve, graphical

applications n a computer system which includes a graphical display and input devices, such a a mouse and

a keyboard. The method is particularly w II suit d to programming graphical, dynamic, interactive operator

5
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interfaces. Dynamic operator interfaces include applications with a graphical output which changes to reflect

the values of data represented by virtual objects.

The visual application is made up of virtual objects, which have both a graphical representation and a be-

havioral model. The graphical representation of a virtual object is defines using a graphics editor, or otherwise

5 imported into the prototype system. A behavioral model is specified by a Property Sheet that maps a behavioral

model for a virtual object to the visual representation. The mapping is specified by pointing to features of the

virtual object, such as line of motion or center of rotation, or typing-in values.

The behavioral model is used to animate the virtual object in a manner consistent with the class of object.

For example, a "Dial" type of virtual object me be predefined to rotate while a "Scale" type virtual object trans-

10 lates, and a multi-state "Light" type virtual object assumes one of several graphical representations to simulate

a physical light.

Virtual objects are connected to, or associated with, data values so as to animate the objects in response

to the data. As the data changes, the virtual objects are redrawn to reflect the changed data value. This data

can be generated by physical input devices, other virtual objects, software programs residing on the same or

is another computer, etc.

The subject computer prototype development and simulation system allows the user to specify the reac-

tion to events in a pictorial manner, in a visual object environment For this purpose, a spreadsheet like State

Table and the visual object collection coincide on the same graphical display. The State Table is filled in by

pointing to lists of virtual events or actions associated with the different virtual objects. The contents of these

20 lists are dependent on the virtual object class. Event or action descriptions are entered into the respective

cells of the State Table, in the form of descriptive strings of text This text describes the events or actions,

and the event sources, or action destinations.

The State Table allows the user to specify prototype state names, logical conditions, and the name of the

next prototype state for processing the next virtual event, thus implementing an ATN control paradigm of the

25 user interface. This information is supplied by a useremploying an alphanumeric keyboard, selecting from lists,

or copying parameters from other cells of the spreadsheet State Table. Other control paradigms can be im-

plemented using the same method, such as FSM, Rule based systems, or Petri Nets. The data stored in the

State Table is used to automatically derive the control program for the prototype.

Furthermore, in conjunction with the information stored in the virtual objects, a complete source code

30 program can be generated. The source code program, when compiled, linked, and executed in the presence

of appropriate data, produces the same visual appearance, animation behavior and interaction behavior to oc-

cur on a host computer system as on the original prototype development platform.

The invention includes a State Table Editor as an interactive module for specifying the behavior of a pro-

totype using, for example, the commercially available Virtual Applications Prototyping System (VAPS). The

35 State Table Editor or definition module interface is similar to a spreadsheet paradigm, in that the behavior of

a prototype, i.e., responses of virtual objects to data, events, and other virtual objects, is defined by completing

a two-dimensional table, using a modern point, click and type interface.

The State Table Editor replaces the Logic Editor of VAPS to define relationships between and among vir-

tual objects, events, states and actions. The State Table Editor is compatible with various simulation and pro-

40 totyping systems. Thus, Augmented Transition Network (ATN) language programs previously written using a

Logic Editor are usable in the subject prototype development and simulation system. In addition, ATN programs

can be converted into State Tables and State Tables can be converted into ATN programs.

The State Table Editor allows the user to specify the behavior of a si mulator prototype using a spreadsheet

like interface. This spreadsheet is used to specify the desired behavior in terms of behavioral rules. Each be-

45 havioral rule is called a "Reaction". A reaction specifies how the prototype should respond to a specified event.

In its simplest form, a State Table specification for a prototype consists of a collection of Reaction Rules.

This collection of rules is called a Reaction Table. More sophisticated prototypes can contain more than one

rule set Each rule set is called a state.

The State Table Editor has a "Point and Click" interface allowing the user to complete the State Table by

so clicking on the prototype elements, i.e., designating a virtual object by manipulation of a graphics cursor using

a graphic input device such as a mouse. Then, using the mouse and/or a data entry device such as a keyboard,

the user fills in the State Table to specify the desired behavior of the virtual object

The State Table Editor package includes context sensitive menus and windows to enable an inexperienced

user to define prototype behavior. It allows the expert user to describe even complex behavior, by providing

55 access to an entire computer programming language such as "C" or ADA.

F r xampl , if the user is specifying the b havior of a virtual obj ct,th n the State Tabl editor displays

or "pops-up" a window which enumerates all th functions which can be p rformed by that virtual bj ct

If the virtual object is an input object then all the input v nts which that virtual object can produce is

6
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shown in a menu. If the virtual object is an output object, then all the functions which can control the virtual

object is displayed. Once th appropriat event orfunction is chos n, a second pop-up window allows the user

to fill in th details/parameters of th virtual object Default values are nominally provided. If the parameter

can hav only a predefined set of allowable values, then these values are also display d in a pop-up menu.

5 The State Table Editor converts the sequence of key clicks and typed values into the appropriate textual

syntax. The textual syntax describing an event is the ATN syntax for finite state machines (FSM). Actions are

described in a programming language such as "C".

The State Table Editor provides a front end to the ATN capability of the prototype development system.

The State Table defined by the user is translated into an ATN program which is compiled and used to drive

10 the target prototype system at runtime.

The State Table Editor allows a user who has little or no programming experience to specify the desired

behavior of a prototype by using a mouse to point to the virtual objects which are part of the behavior, and by

choosing the desired behavior from context sensitive menus.

The foregoing and other objects, features, aspects and advantages of the invention will become more ap-

is parent from the following detailed description of the present invention when taken in conjunction with the ac-

companying drawings.

Brief Description of Drawings

20 Figure 1 is a block diagram of a processor platform according to the invention;

Figure 2 is a blank state transition table;

Figure 3 is a display used to define a reaction rule;

Figure 4 is a display used to define a reaction table for an input virtual object;

Figure 5 is a State Table implementing the reactions rules specified in the State Table of figure 4;

25 Figure 6 is a State Table defining the operation of the depicted virtual objects;

Figure 7 is a chart of reaction trigger sources;

Figure 8 is a State Table defining using a FIRST_TIME trigger to define prototype responses;

Figure 9 is a display depicting a State Table using an INITIALLY trigger to define prototype responses and

a simulation virtual object;

30 Figure 10 is a State Table including an IMMEDIATE event;

Figure 11 is a prototype modified to include two virtual control knobs;

Figure 12 is a flow chart depicting four phases of using the State Table Editor according to the invention;

Figure 1 3 is a screen display according to the invention;

Figure 14 depicts the display format of a Parameters Property Sheet;

35 Figure 1 5 depicts the display format of another Parameters Property Sheet;

Figure 1 6 depicts the display format of Parameter Value Windows;

Figure 1 7 is a flow chart of State Table Cell selection according to the invention;

Figures 18-20 are flow charts of State Table Cell configuration performed according to the invention;

Figure 21 is a table or EVENTS for two example classes of objects.

40 Figure 22 is a table of EVENTS not requiring specification of an object

Figure 23 is a table or ACTIONS for two example classes of objects.

Figure 24 is a table of ACTIONS not requiring specification of an object.

Figure 25 is a flow chart of system operation in a relevant choice mode of operation;

Figure 26 is a flow chart depicting determination of default parameter values according to the invention;

45 Figure 27 is a flow chart depicting system operation in response to a user parameter selection;

Figure 28 is a flow chart depicting system operation in response to a user parameter value assignment

selection;

Figure 29 is a graphic image of a simulation display, and

Figure 30 is a completed state transition table.

50

Best Mode for Carrying out the Invention

A computer platform for the development and simulation of a prototype is depicted in Figure 1. A central

Processor 1 02 is connected to a Math Coprocessor 1 04 for executing arithmetic and logical operations respon-

55 siv to a program of instructions stored in Random Access M mory 106. The program of instruct i ns includes

an operating system such as Unix, software components of th prot type d vel pment system including (i)

an Object Editor, (ii) an Integrati n Editor, (iii) a State Tabl Editor, and (iv) a Runtim Environment module,

and data generated by acht defin the prototyp . Th Runtime Environment module als supports execu-

7
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tion of a simulation of the prototype in response to prototype behavior specified by a State Tabl defined by

the State Tabl Editor.

To speed memory access, the platform includes a Cache Memory Controller 1 08 and Cache Memory 110

for storing frequently used instructions and data. Mass system storag is provided by Disk Storag 112 and

5 Disk Controller 114. Central Processor 102 can access Disk Storage 112 through Disk Controller 114 either

via Input/Output Processor 116 or over Data/Instruction Bus 118 under the control of Bus Controller 120. In-

put/Output Processor 116 also receives and formats data from Keyboard 122 and Graphics Input Device 124

via Graphics Input Interface 126, and Touch Panel 128. Graphics Input Device 124 may include a mouse, joy-

stick, light pen, digitizing tablet, trackball, keypad, or other device for positioning a video cursor.

w The resultant prototype simulation is generated by Graphics Processor 130 under the control of Central

Processor 1 02. Graphics Processor 1 30 generates alphanumeric and primitive graphic image data either under

direct control of Central Processor 1 02 or in response to lists of instructions or vectors stored in Random Ac-

cess Memory 106. The image data is stored as a bit mapped image in Image Memory 132 and displayed by

Video Monitor 134.

15 The computer platform also includes an External System Interface 136 for exchanging data with another

computer system. Speech recognition is supported by Speech Recognition Processor 138 which receives

speech sounds at microphone 140, interprets the sounds and provides a corresponding ASCII output string

to Input/Output Processor 116. Finally, synchronous type operations of the computer platform are synchron-

ized by System Clock 142 which also provides periodic interrupts signals at predetermined intervals set under

20 software control.

Referring to Figure 2, the State Table is a two dimensional table with four columns and an unlimited number

of rows. The four columns are:

1 - State

2- Event or Trigger

25 3 -Action

4 - Next State

A State Table represents the behavior of a prototype simulation as a collection of Reaction Tables. The

present invention provides a method of, and apparatus for, filling in the state table of Figure 2 by controlling

virtual objects on Video Monitor 134 in response to user input signals derived from any or all of Keyboard 122,

30 Graphic Input Device 124 or Touch Panel 128. Context driven windows are displayed on Video Monitor 1 34 in

response to user designation of cells of the state table to be completed, the windows providing lists of valid

table entries for the selected cells.

A reaction rule specifies how the prototype should respond to events. The Prototype must respond to a

user operating real input devices in the which affect virtual input objects of the prototype. Using Keyboard

35 1 22, Graphics Input Device 1 24 and Touch Panel 128, the user may push a virtual button, rotate a virtual knob

or slide a virtual potentiometer graphically represented on Video Monitor 134. The simulator system responds

to the inputs by affecting the output virtual objects of the prototype as displayed on Video Monitor 134.

For example, referring to Fig. 3, in response to the user activating a joystick or mouse of Graphic Input

Device 124 or by manipulating the corresponding object using a touch screen to cause simulated rotation of

40 the illustrated virtual knob the simulation system adjusts the illustrated virtual speed dial to display the value

of the knob. This is described in a reaction rule as follows.

"KNOB speed_knob'

which is called the event part of the reaction rule, while

•Drive_DiaJ(", "speed_dial", KNOB_VAL);"

45 is called the action part of the reaction rule. The event or trigger part of the reaction rule is written using a

syntax which is unique to the simulation system (i.e., ATN), while the action part is written in the "C" program-

ming langauge.

More complex reaction rules are possible. For example, referring to Figure 4, the prototype may contain

a virtual knob and a virtual light selectively displaying one of two illumination levels, e.g., black and white. In

so the example, the light turns white whenever the value of the knob is less than 500, and turns black when the

value of the knob is greater than or equal to 500.

This relationship can be expressed with a pair of reaction rules. A collection of one or more reaction rules

is called a reaction table as depicted in Figure 5. The reaction table depicted in the figure has two reaction

rules, with the event part of both reaction rules being two lines long. The first line gives the primary event or

55 trigger which must ccur for this rule to be trigg red. This primary vent is the kn b turning. The second lin

f this reaction rul is call dtheconditi n of this vent The condition specifies that this react ion rule should

only b taken if the value of the knob is < 500. Conditions are also written in the "C" programming language.

Each of the two reaction rules hav the same primary event as trigg rs. The rules differ only in the con-

8
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dition which must be true for the reaction to take place.

In the prototype development system, a user enters a reaction tabl in th form of a state table. A prototype

d velopment State Table consists of one or more reaction tables. Only one reaction table is active at any given

time. A simple simulator system Stat Table consisting of only n reaction table is depicted in Figure 5.

5 Since the State Table has only one reaction table, the State and Next State columns of the State Table

are left blank. When a State Table has more than one reaction table in it, each reaction table must be given a

name. The name of each reaction table is called a state. When a State Table is executing, only one reaction

table within the State Table is active at any given time.

A State Table thus consists of one or more states. When a prototype whose behavior is specified using a

w State Table is running, the prototype simulation system will be in one of the states given in the State Table.

Thus, the word state is synonymous with "mode".

A prototype may be controlled by more than one State Table. For example, different virtual objects may

be controlled by separate State Tables.

Each reaction rule can specify that a change in state should occur as part of the reaction to the rule being

15 triggered. This change in state occurs in response to an Event and satisfaction of the corresponding Condition.

When the event occurs, the prototype executes any actions specified in the action column in the rule. After

the action has executed, the state of the State Table changes. Once the state of the State Table has changed,

only the reaction rules specified for that new state are active.

Figure 6 depicts a simple prototype and State Table having two states. The two states are called LOW
20 and HIGH. When the State Table is in the LOW state, the value of the knob is copied to the dial. When the

State Table is in the HIGH state, the value of the knob is doubled and copied into the dial. Flipping the GEAR
switch toggles the State Table from the LOW to the HIGH state and back again.

Each of the two reaction tables shown in Figure 6 has two reaction rules. The first reaction rule in the

LOW state specifies an action in response to the user turning the knob. Since turning the knob does not

25 change the basic mode of the Prototype, no mode change is required. Therefore, the NEXT STATE column is

left empty.

The second reaction rule is also part of the LOW state. It specifies that whenever the switch is set to HIGH

the State Table switches to the HIGH state. The dial is also reset to twice the value of the knob.

The HIGH state is structured similarly to the LOW state, except that, in the HIGH state, twice the value

30 of the knob is sent to, and displayed on, the dial. As also defined in the HIGH state, the prototype simulation

reverts back to the LOW state when the switch is switched back to LOW.

Another term used to refer to reaction rules is transitions.

The reaction rules described above all had events which were triggered by Virtual Input Objects. Other

reaction triggers are possible. Reaction triggers can have one of the following sources:

35 1 - An input virtual object generating events;

2 - Clicking the mouse on the screen in an area unoccupied by a virtual object;

3 - Events generated by Computer Programs;

4 - Input from a Serial device of communications line;

5 - Time based events;

40 6 - Variables crossing thresholds; and

7 - Inputs from real devices which are mapped to virtual objects.

Other reaction triggers are shown in the table of Figure 7. The first group of events are examples of object

events, i.e. events which are generated by using the mouse with virtual objects in the prototype. Some virtual

objects have more than one input event associated therewith. Locators (e.g. , mouse or joystick) have three

45 different input events. The LOCATOR_DOWN and the LOCATOR_RELEASE event occur upon pressing and

releasing the mouse in the active area of the Locator. The LOCATOR.DRAG event occurs when the location

of the Locator is changed using the graphic input device on the active "touch" area of the display screen within

the defined area of motion for the Locator.

Field events occur when the user types data into an input field, for which a "Read_Field()" function has

so been invoked. A FIELD VALID event occurs if the value typed in is valid with respect to the syntax for the field.

A FIELD INVALID event occurs if the value entered is not valid. In either situation, a FIELD event (without the

VALID or INVALID qualification) is generated.

Referring to the Other Mouse Input Events entry, a NODEVICE event occurs if the user clicks somewhere

in the prototype that is not within an active area of a virtual object This event is received only if it is enabled

55 in the Runtim Environment using the "Enabl N Device Event" field in the Operational Settings f th

Configurati nm nu.

Th ANYEVENT trigger, resp ndstoany v ntthat ccurs from input virtual objects, as well as any PER-

IODIC event which occurs. This is useful t detect and log stray v nts.

9
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The next five events are gen rated internally within FSM in response to state transitions. The FIRST_TIME

vent occurs the first time that a given state is entered. This event does not occur a s cond time if the stat

is enter d and exited and ent r d again. The FIRST_TlME event is often used to perform initial loading of a

frame, wherein a frame is a collection of objects.

5 The INITIALLY event occurs each time that the a new state is entered from another state. This event is

used to configure the display for the newly activated state. This may include the loading frames or changing

the values of variables used by other transitions within that state. In contrast, the FIRSTJT1ME event is used

to load the frame with the virtual objects only the first time the State Table is initially entered. Thus, the next

transition has an INITIALLY trigger. In the previous example, whenever this transition is entered from another

10 state, the dial is reset to the value of the knob. The dial is also set to the value of the knob each time a new

input value is received from the knob. When the user toggles the gear switch to HIGH, the mode is switched

to HIGH. There is no action associated with this state. Instead, the system has only associated a change in

state with this reaction rule. Once in the HIGH mode, the INITIALLY reaction is performed. This causes the

dial to be set to twice the value of the knob.

15 The use of the INITIALLY event helps make the State Table clearer and easier to understand. Compare

the State Table shown in Figure 8 with that shown in Figure 9. In the State Table of Figure 8, it was necessary

to place an action in the transition to cause the state to change when switching from one mode to another.

Although this resulted in the desired behavior, it is conceptually incorrect, since all the uses of the action rou-

tine to set the value of the dial to twice the value of the knob should be encapsulated within the HIGH state.

20 The IMMEDIATE event is invoked each time that a state is entered, as well as after each reaction in which

the state did not change. An application of the IMMEDIATE event is to perform data logging.

Referring to Figure 10, different transitions are taken in response to different input events. In all cases of

a transition being taken, a log entry is made. Another use of the IMMEDIATE event is when there is an output

virtual object in the display which can be affected by one of many input virtual objects. In these cases, rather

25 than driving the output virtual object from within, transition routines can be factored out which drive the output

virtual object and place it in the IMMEDIATE action. An example of such a use of this event is depicted in

Figure 11.

Referring to Figure 11, the prototype includes two knobs. The prototype displays the sum of the values

represented by the two kinds on the dial. This is accomplished by storing the value of the knob in the reactions

30 which respond to the knobs being turned, and driving the dial with the sum of the values in the IMMEDIATE
event response.

The FINAL event occurs when leaving a state. It occurs only if there is a NEXT_STATE filled in, and the

NEXT_STATE is different from the current state. In this case, the action associated with the FINAL event is

executed before the transition to the next state. Atypical use of the FINAL state is to undo any actions per-

35 formed in response to the INITIALLY event upon entering the state. A typical example is unloading of frames

which were relevant only within that state being left

The Pseudo Event COMMENT, has no operational effect The remainder of the line is treated as a com-

ment and ignored. Comments can also be entered as "C language comments, i.e. between /* and */. For ex-

ample:

40 l* This is a comment */

The prototype design system also provides two time based events. The first one is called PERIODIC. The

PERIODIC event occurs repeatedly at the specified frequency. The syntax for this is

PERIODIC nn HZ
where nn is the frequency of the event in HERTZ. The PERIODIC event can be used to increment counters,

4$ or implement samplers which change the display at specified intervals.

The clock which generates the PERIODIC event is a global clock. This means that the PERIODIC clock

is not reinitialized upon entering a state.

The other time based event is the ON TIMEOUT event The syntax for this is:

ON TIMEOUT nn SECS
so in this notation, nn must be a positive integer. This event occurs nn seconds after entry of the state and is

used, for example, to detect if the user has failed to timely enter data or to determine if the user has finished

entering data. The ONJDMEOUT is reset upon occurrence of a reaction or state change.

In addition, there are two user defined events. The first user defined event is called USER which is gen-

erated by a user program. The USER event takes two parameters; the name of the USER event and the value

55 of the event

The syntax for using USER generated v nts is:

USER User_Event_Nam 'Us r_Event_Value'.

The USER event is generated within another ATN using the routin GenerateJJser_Event The syntax is:

10
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Generate_User_Event("User_Event_Name"f "User_Event_Value");

User generated ev nts are used where multiple State Tabl s are concurrently executing. Thes State Ta-

bles can signal each other using custom iz d vents.

As describ d above, the prototype development system consists of four main components. The Object

5 Editor (OE) allows the user to draw virtual objects by specifying the shape, color, placement and texture of

the graphical objects and ascribe to each an appropriate class of behavior. For example, if a dial is drawn, it

can have any shape, or color.

The Integration Editor (IE) allows the user to specify the names of data variables which control the shape

of virtual objects. For example, if a virtual object is a dial, a particular variable can be made to control the

10 angle of the "needle/pointer" on the dial.

The third component is the State Table Editor. This component allows the user to specify more complex

behavior than possible using the Integration Editor of the previous systems. For example, in the Logic Editor

(LE), the user can arrange to have virtual objects appear or disappear when a particular button is pressed

and a particular condition is outstanding. The State Table Editor instead uses State Transition Programs, aug-

15 mented with "C" programming code. The State Table Editor replaces the LE of previous simulator systems.

The fundamental difference between the State Table Editor and the LE is ease of use. The State Table

Editor significantly reduces the user generated and supplied programming code required to specify the be-

havioral specification for a simulator prototype.

The final component of the simulator is the Runtime Environment (RE). The RE integrates the information

20 entered using OE, IE and State Table Editor and runs the specified interactive graphical display.

The are four phases to using the State Table Editor are shown in the flow chart of Figure 1 . When invoking

the State Table Editor, the user initially sets up the environment of the prototype development system. Once

the user has set up the environment, the State Table Editor can be used. The prototype development system

records how the user set up the environment the last time the State Table Editor was used.

25 The following is a description of setting up the environment and editing the State Table.

The State Table Editor consists of the following components:

1 . The State Table Spreadsheet;

2. Displayed Collection of Graphical Objects called a Frame;

3. Command Menu Bar

30 4. Text Entry Window; and

5. A Displayed List of Choices that are relevant to the current mode.

Atypical State Table Editor environment is shown in Figure 13. The State Table includes a menu bar 30

describing options available in the State Table Editor. A Frame Display 32 graphically depicts virtual objects

to be defined by the State Table Editor. Relevant Choices List 34 provides user selectable commands. Text

35 Entry Window 36 allows the user to enter virtual object labels and ATN instructions. The resultant system def-

initions are displayed in State Table 38.

By editing a State Table, a user specifies the behavior of a particular graphical display, i.e., a Simulator

Picture Frame. This is a frame created using the OE. This frame contains one or more graphic objects. The

user selects one such frame to be controlled by the State Table using the State Table Editor.

40 The user also designates whether a new State Table is to be created or if an existing State Table is to be

edited. In the latter case, an existing State Table is retrieved and loaded into memory for editing. During the

editing, the user may load a different State Table, or a different frame. The other components of the environ-

ment are placed in the environment by the State Table Editor without user intervention.

Loading a frame or a preexisting State Table is accomplished by choosing the appropriate entry from the

45 pull down menus in the menu bar, and choosing the desired file name.

Once the user has set up the State Table environment, the State Table can be edited. Editing the State

Table includes filling in the ceils of the State Table. Referring to Figure 13, the State Table is organized like a
four column spreadsheet. The State Table can have as many rows as required to specify the desired behavior.

Each cell in the State Table contains information specific to that cell.

50 For example, if a particular cell in the event column has as its "subject* a particular knob, then the relevant

list for that cell includes the various events that can be generated by the knob. This may include the events

"MOUSE_UP", "MOUSE_DOWN", "KNOB_NEW_VALUE", "KNOB_HAS_MIN_VAL", "KNOB_HAS_MAX_VAL".
The cells in the state column and the next state column contain the names of states as previously designated

by the user.

55 Th relevant list f r the state column is the list f all th states in th State Tabl . This includ s any stat

which is already d fined by another cell in the stat or next state column.

The relevant list for the next state column includes all th stat ntered in the state table. In additi n,

certain k ywords are also listed including "EXIT", "SUSPEND", "RESUME" and "RETURN".

11
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Both the cells in the Event column and the Action column can refer to a virtual object as their •subject
1
'

.

Relating a cell to an object is performed by clicking on an vent or action cell, and then clicking on a virtual

object in the frame. The rel vant list for a cell in the Event column dep nds on the virtual object referred to in

the cell.

5 If no virtual object is associated with a cell, then a list of events that do not require a virtual object is dis-

played. This includes events such as "STATE TABLE_STARTED\ "STATE_ENTERED", and

"STATE_EXITED". If a virtual object is associated with the cell, the relevant list then includes events that can

be generated by the virtual object For example, ifa particular cell in the event column has an associated virtual

object comprising knob, then the relevant list for that cell includes the various events that can be generated

10 by the knob. This may include the events "MOUSE_UP", "MOUSE_DOWN". "KNOB_NEW_VALUE",
HKNOB_HAS_MIN_VAL", "KNOB_HAS_MAX_VAL".

The relevant list for a cell in the Action column depends on the virtual object which is referred to in the

cell. If no virtual object is associated with the cell, then actions that do not require a virtual object are included

in the relevant list This includes actions such as "CHANGE_STATE TABLE_PRIORITY",

15 "START_COMMUNICATIONS", and TERMINATE_PROGRAM".
If a virtual object is associated with the cell, then the relevant list comprises a list of actions which can be

performed on the virtual object For example, if a particular cell in the action column has as its associated

virtual object a particular multi-state light virtual object then the relevant list for that cell includes various ac-

tions that can be performed on the specified virtual object type. This may include the actions

20 "CHANGE_STATE", "CHANGE_TO_DEFAULTJSTATE", "HIDE", "REVEAL", "BLINK".

The list of events and actions which are associated with each object type is defined by a user alterable

dictionary including a list of events and actions supported by each object type. This allows the set of virtual

object classes to grow, or the list of events and actions which virtual objects support to change, without chang-

ing the state table program source code.

25 Once an event or action is chosen, the event may be assigned one or more parameters. If a parameter is

to be assigned, an additional window pops up and to allow the user to enter values for the parameters. Typical

parameters property sheets are depicted in Figures 14 and 15.

Each field in the property sheet has a "set of allowed values". Some fields may receive numeric values,

while other receive a name of a state of the virtual object, and others require the user to choose from a par-

30 ticular list of values. When the user clicks on a particular field in the property sheet a parameter value window

pops up, i.e., is displayed. This parameter value window allows the user to enter the value for the particular

parameter. If the parameter has a fixed set of allowed values, a list of those values is shown. The user then

clicks on the desired value.

The list of allowed values may come from one of two sources. It may come from the virtual object which

35 is the subject of the cell being edited. For example, if the virtual object is a multi-state light, the names of the

states of the light may be shown. Alternatively, the field may be defined as a "C" or other computer language

type. If the field type is an enumerated type, i.e., limited to a predefined set of values, the list of allowed values

is taken from the enumerated list for that type. For example, if the type of the field is ANCHOR_TYPE and

the type was defined as:

40

typedef enum
{ RELAT IVE_TO_CRT , RELATIVE_TO_FRAME , ABSOLUTE ,

SCALED_TO_FRAME }

45 ANCHOR_TYPE;

then the appropriate values are used for that field.

Finally, if the field is numeric or an arbitrary string, then a text entry field is used. Examples of parameter

value windows are depicted in Figure 16.

so The basic sequence of completing or filling in a State Table is to select a cell by clicking on it and either

typing in a value using the edit textwindow or clicking on the appropriate items from other windows and menus.

This process is depicted in the flow diagram of Figure 17.

Initially, the user selects a cell and the system configures the State Table Editor for the selected cell. De-

tails of the system table configuration routine are shown in Figures 18-20.

55 Referring to Figure 18, the State Tabl Editor first removes any pre xisting windows from the display. If

the selected cell is a State cell, then a list f stat cell k yw rds and all known state names are display d in

a window. If th cell is a Next Stat cell, then a list f next state c II k ywords and all known state names is

displayed in a window area. If the cell is an Event cell, v nt cell processing is performed in accordance with

12
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the flow diagram of Figure 19.

Referring to Figur 19, if the cell has a subject, then the relevant choice list display d includ s a list of

events for that virtual object type and the specified c II subject If there is no subject associated with the Event

cell, th n a list of event corresponding to that typ f cell is displayed. A tim out is an exampl of an vent

5 not requiring specification of a subject

The list of relevant choices depends on the class of the object the list being different for different object

classes. Examples of lists of events related to specific object classes are depicted in Figure 21 . One such list

is needed for each object class. Similar classes of objects may have some events of each list in common. The

lists are stored in a data base.

10 If the cell does not have a subject, then a list of events which require no subject is displayed. An example

of such a list of events is shown in Figure 22.

After the relevant choices associated with the Event cell are displayed, a check is performed to determine

ifa relevant choice for the cell has already been selected. If so, the current parametervalues are set accordingly

and displayed in an Event parameters window.

15 Ifthe cell is not an Event cell, then the cell is interpreted as an Action cell. Referring to Figure 22, a relevant

choice window is displayed corresponding to whether a subject is associated with the Action cell. Action ceils

not requiring a subject include routines contained in a "C" library such as for computing a random number. The

system further displays a Relevant Action parameters window if a cell has a relevant choice already chosen.

The list of relevant choice actions is determined in a way similar to that used to determined relevant

20 choices of events. Example of lists of relevant actions for different object classes are depicted in Figure 23.

If an action cell does not have a subject then a list of actions which require not subject is displayed, as

shown by example in Figure 24.

Referring again to Figure 17, once configured, the system waits for an inputfrom a user. The input is clas-

sified into six types: the user (i) types text into an edit window, (ii) picks an edit command from a window, (iii)

25 chooses a virtual object from a frame, (iv) selects an item from a relevant choice window, (v) selects a para-

meter form a window, or (vi) selects a parameter value from a parameter value window. If the user enters text,

the system waits until the user finishes typing and supplies the text to the prototype development system for

parsing and further processing.

If the user designates an Edit command, the State Table Editor performs the chosen editing function. Se-

30 lection of a virtual object causes the State Table Editor to make the selected virtual object the subject of the

cell.

If the user selects a relevant choice from a window, processing proceeds as shown in the flow chart of

Figure 25. As depicted, the selected choice is assigned to the cell. If the choice requires one or more parame-

ters, processing is performed as shown in the flow chart of Figure 26 to determine an appropriate default value

35 for each required parameter.

Referring to Figure 26, a check is first performed to determine if the relevant choice provides a default

value. If not then, if the type of choice is a characteristic of the virtual object which is the subject of the current

cell, then a default parameter is provided corresponding to the specification of the virtual object. Alternatively,

if the relevant choice is not a characteristic of the virtual object then a default value is supplied based on the

40 type of choice selected.

Referring again to Figure 17, if the event or action window is up and the user selects a parameter from

the parameter window, processing continues as shown in Figure 27 to allow the user to select a parameter to

be specified. The chosen parameter is then made the current value. Alternatively, if the parameter value list

window is up and the user selects a parameter, processing continues to allow the user to choose a parameter

45 value as depicted in Figure 28.

The following description is an example of using the State Table Editor and prototype development system

according to the invention.

The user first enters the Object Editor by typing 'object_editor' from the command prompt or by clicking

on a command icon at a computer work station. Then, the user defines or retrieves a previously stored proto-

50 type. In this example, the prototype is the simplified control panel 20 for a train as shown in Figure 29.

As described and defined using the Object Editor and Integration Editor, the prototype has two output vir-

tual objects and two input virtual objects. The two output virtual objects are traffic light 22 and speedometer

24. The input virtual objects are push button 26 and a gas pedal represented by potentiometer 28.

For example, suppose that the operator determines that the control panel is to exhibit the following be-

55 havior. Th main control is t be th speed control, i. ., sliding potenti meter 28. The train can trav I at any

sp ed from 0 to 200 miles per hour. Control panel 20 includes traffic light 22 which informs th perator f

the maximum allow d train speed. If traffic light22 is gr en.th nth train may proceed at any speed. However,

as indicated by the crosshatched area nth speed meter, speeds greater than 180 mphar danger us and
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should not be used except und r special circumstances.

When traffic light 22 is yellow, th train may not travel faster than 20 mph. When traffic light 22 is red,

the train should stop.

In the prototype, traffic light 22 should be controlled by push button 26. Repeat d pressing of push button

5 26 causes the traffic light sequence through the colors red, green and yellow. Initially the traffic light is red.

Pressing button 26 once makes it turn to green. Pressing it again makes the light change to yellow. Pressing

it again makes the light change to red.

After defining the desired operating rules, the user creates a State Table to implement these rules. The

user creates an empty State Table using a main pulldown menu to select "State Table/ This causes a display

10 of a pulldown menu from which the user selects the "New State Table."

Next, the user brings up the Pick By Name window. Form the main pulldown menu, the user selects "Util-

ities" and, from the resultant pulldown menu, selects "Pick By Name". Then, from the State Table definition

main pulldown menu, the user clicks on "Utilities". From the Utilities menu, the user clicks on "Focus Selec-

tion". From Focus Selection, the user clicks on the second entry in the menu, connecting the Pick By Name

15 menu to the frame which the user has loaded into a Show window for display. Then, the Focus Selection win-

dow is removed by clicking on an appropriate field of the Focus Selection window. The user can then begin

to enter the desired prototype behavior into the State Table.

The user must first arrange to have the Frame loaded when the prototype begins operation. This is ac-

complished by clicking on the first cell in the column of the State Table Editor labelled EVENT. IN response,

20 a window titled "Relevant Choices" is displayed. From this window the user selects the entry "FIRST_TIME".

The selected cell in the State Table Editor now contains the text FIRST_TIME.

The user next clicks on the first cell in the column labelled Action. In response, the "Relevant Choices"

window changes to display context appropriate choices. In the "Pick By Name" Window, the user clicks on the

top element, which is the frame itself. The "Relevant Choices" window now displays new choices applicable

25 to the frame.

The user next selects the entry "Get_Frame" from the Pick By Name window. As a result, a window titled:

"Arguments of Function: Get_FrameO" appears. This window allows the user to change the parameters to

the Get_Frame() action. Since the default parameters are appropriate, no change is required.

The first state to be created is titled RED. The user initially clicks on the first cell in the column labelled

30 Next State, highlighting the display of the cell. As before, a Relevant Choices window will appear. The user

clicks on the cell again causing a data entry window to appear. This follows the general rule in the State Table

Editor that a second click on a cell causes a data entry window to be displayed, allowing the user to manually

input values using alphanumeric keyboard entry.

The user then types "RED" into the table followed by a carriage return from the keyboard. The value RED
35 then appears in the NEXT STATE Cell. Above the State Table editor work area are State Table editing com-

mands. The user clicks on the command "Append Transition" to add a second empty row to the State Table.

Next the user clicks on the second cell in the column labelled State. From the Relevant Choices menu,

the user selects "RED" to create the state RED.

In the state RED, the user first sets the dial representing the speedometer to 0. To do this, the user clicks

40 on the second cell in the EVENT column. From the relevant choices menu, the user selects the INITIALLY

item. The initial behavior of the system in response to entry into the RED state is then specified in the Action

column.

To specify the behavior, the user dicks on the second cell in theACTION column. From the Pick_By_Name

window, the user clicks on and highlights DIAL This causes the dial to be made the subject of the cell.

45 From the Relevant Choices menu, the user next clicks on the Drive_Dial entry whereby windowArguments

To Function: Drive_Dial are displayed. Since all the default values are appropriate, no change is made.

The user again clicks on the Action cell causing a data entry window to be displayed. The user adds a

second blank line and selects the traffic light from the Pick By Name window. From the relevant choices menu,

the user selects "DriveJJght". Since the defaultvalue given is the RED mode ofthe light, no change is required.

50 The user must next describe the behavior while in the RED State. The behavior in the RED state is to go

to the GREEN state when push button 26 is operated or "clicked". No response is required when the user

changes the speed using the potentiometer in the RED state.

To describe the behavior that should occur in response to button 26 being clicked in the RED state, another

transition must be added. The user first clicks on the command "Append Transition". Since this transition is

55 a continuation of the descripti n of the behavior of th RED state, the user ne d not fill in the STATE name
column.

Th user then clicks n the EVENT column of the new transition which is th third cell in the column. From

the Pick By Name window, th user clicks n the "D sir d Speed Button." Alternatively, the user can click on
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the picture of the button, using the left button on the mouse.

Next, from the Relevant Choices menu, the user picks the BUTTON sel ction resulting in display of default

event parameters. Since, in the example, all the default valu s are correct, no change is required.

Having defined th RED state, the us r next defines the GREEN stat . To do this, th user clicks on the

5 NEXT_STATE cell of the transition. Clicking on the cell a second time causes a data entry window to be dis-

played. The user defines the name of the state by typing "GREEN".

Next, the user fills in the GREEN State parameters to define the behavior for the GREEN state. First, the

user creates the GREEN state by clicking on the "Append Transition" command. Since, three transitions are

need in the GREEN state, the user dicks on the "Append Transition" command two more times, for a total of

10 three times.

The user next clicks on the STATE cell of the first of the three transitions that have just been added. From

the Relevant Choices Menu, the user clicks on GREEN. Now, the user clicks on the EVENT cell of that tran-

sition. From the Relevant Choices menu, the user defines the initial state by clicking on INITIALLY.

The initial behavior in the GREEN state is almost identical to the required behavior for the INITIALLY event

15 of the Red state. Therefore, the quickest way to enter this action is to copy it from the RED state, and then

change the details. To do this, the user first clicks on the action cell of the INITIALLY transition in the RED

state. The user then clicks on the COPY CELL command. Next, the user dicks on the action cell of the first

transition of the state and then dicks on the PASTE CELL command.

Next, the user dicks on the first row of the action cell causing a Function Parameters: DriveJ)ialO win-

20 dow to be displayed. The user dicks on the second field in this window. From the new pop-up window dis-

played, the user selects the POTEN_VAL entry.

The user now dicks on the second row of this cell. The Function Parameters: DriveJJght() window is

displayed in response. The user clicks on the second field in this window. This brings up a window with a list

of modes relevant to the light. In the present example, the light can be in the "RED". "GREEN" or "YELLOW"

25 modes, these modes therefore being displayed in the window. The dicks on the "GREEN" entry thereby en-

tering "GREEN" value as the DriveJJght parameter. Alternatively, the user can dick twice on the second field.

In this case, a data entry window will be displayed into which the user can type the value "GREEN".

The next task in defining the operation of the prototype is to define the correct response to the user dicking

on the button, or sliding the potentiometer. To do this, the user dicks on the second cell in the EVENT column

30 of the transition. From the Pick By Name window, the user dicks on the potentiometer Desired Speed. Now,

from the Relevant Choices menu, the user dicks on POTEN. Next, the user fills in the appropriate response

to a change in value of the potentiometer.

To define the appropriate response to adjustment of the potentiometer, the user dicks on the Action cell

of the transition. From the Pick By Name window, the user dicks on Traffic_Light. From the relevant choices

35 window the user dicks on Drive_Dial. The Function Parameters: Drive_Light() window is then displayed.

In this window the user dicks on the second cell which has displayed therein ZERO_VAL. A pop-up window

displays available values. The user must then dick on the POTEN_VAL value.

To define the YELLOW State, the user first creates three transitions using the Append Transition com-

mand. The first transition describes the initial behavior of this state. The user first dicks on the STATE column

40 of the first transition of the YELLOW state and YELLOW is selected from the relevant choices column. The

user next dicks on the EVENT column, and selects INITIALLY from the Relevant Choices menu.

The desired behavior is to limit the speed to no more than 20 mph in the YELLOW state. To do this, the

user types in a short program which implements the desired behavior. The program can be entered by dicking

twice on the Action cell of this transition, causing display of a data entry window.

45 The program is entered into the cell as follows:

Drive_Light ( "Traf fic_Light" , "Yellow" ) ;

float desired_speed?
50 desired_speed = POTEN_VAL;

if (desired_speed > 20.0) desired_speed = 20.0;

Drive_Dial( "Speedometer" , desired_speed)

;

55

Next,th user defines the resp ns toth perator attempting to chang the speed of the train. The user

clicks on th EVENT cell of the second transition of the YELLOW state and s I cts the Pick-By-Nam wind w
select the Spe d control.

15
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The desired action for this cell is the same as for the INITIALLY action. To copy the action, the user clicks

on the ACTION cell of the INITIALLY transition of the state, clicks on the command COPY CELL, and then

clicks on th empty action cell below. To fill in th empty cell, the user clicks on the PASTE CELL command,

causing the cod to be pasted into th Action cell.

5 Finally, the user must describe the behavior ifthe user clicks on the changejight button while in the YEL-

LOW state. To do this, the user clicks on the last cell in the EVENT column. From the Pick-By-Name window,

the user clicks on the ChangeJJght window. From the relevant choices window, the user then clicks on the

BUTTON evenL Next, the user clicks on the last cell in the NEXT_STATE column. From the relevant choices

menu, the user selects RED by clicking on the displayed term.

10 This completes filling in the State Table, shown in completed form in Figure 30.

The user must next save and compile the State Table. First the user dicks on the State Table Editor main

pulldown menu. From this menu, the user selects the Logic Prototyping entry. This cause display of a flow

chart like Logic Prototyping Control Panel.

In the Logic Prototyping window, the user should click on the command SAVE. This instructs the State

is Table Editor to save the State Table just entered into the warehouse. The user must give the State Table Editor

a name by typing in "TRAIN", into the window which comes up, followed by pressing the <enter> key. The State

Table is then saved.

To compile the State Table, the user must dick on the COMPILE ATN command in the Logic Prototyping

window. Finally, when the MAKE TASKS command in the Logic Prototyping window is highlighted, the user

20 should dick on the highlighted command. This completes the behavioral part of the prototype.

The final step is to run the State Table just created. To do this, the user invokes the Runtime component

of the prototype development system. This is done by selecting the Session command in the main State Table

Editor pulldown window. Next, the user dicks on the command Run Time Environment, initiating the Run
Time components of the prototype development system.

25 Using standard simulation system procedures, the user selects the warehouse where the compiled State

Table is located. From the Storage Contents window, the user first selects the file TRAIN, with a file type of

ATN, loads, and runs the file causing the prototype to begin execution. The user operates and interacts with

the prototype by, for example, changing the values of the speed control and pressing the button while watching

the results on the speedometer and the traffic light

30 As demonstrated, the process of creating a State Table is relatively simple. Most of the required informa-

tion in a State Table can be entered with mouse clicks. When the default parameters that are entered into the

State Table are not correct, the entries can be easily changed. When necessary, the user can dick twice on

any field, and manually type in or edit the desired text

In summary, the prototype development system according to the invention provides a system and method
35 for defining the responses and states of a simulated system using a series of context sensitive menus to gen-

erate state tables. The information from the state tables is used to generate program code used by the proto-

type development platform or a target platform to simulate a desired system.

Although the present invention has been described and illustrated in detail, it is clearly understood that

the same is by way of illustration and example only and is not to be taken by way of limitation, the spirit and
40 scope of the present invention being limited only by the terms of the appended daims. For example, although

the State Table Editor has been described in the context of a system for simulating a physical system, the in-

vention is also applicable to other systems such as real-time control, artificial intelligence, and other data proc-

essing systems the operation of which can be defined by a state transition table.

45

Claims

1. A real-time finite state prototype development and simulator system for graphically responding to user

inputs by displaying virtual objects forming a modeled system on a monitor, comprising:

so a graphic input device responsive to said user inputs for deriving a positional signal; and
a processor unit induding:

(i) an input module responsive to said positional signal and to a position of one of the virtual objects

for deriving selection data,

(ii) an object editor module responsive to said selection data for defining ones of said virtual objects

55 as input and output virtual obj cts and ascribing to each a dass of b havbr,

(iii) a state tab! ditor module resp nsive to said selecti n data and to said dass of behavior ascribed

to said virtual objects for d fining a table of parameters d scribing th modeled system induding:

(a) system states,

16
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(b) events to be monitored,

(c) actions to be tak n in response to the monitored events, and

(d) next states to b ntered by said modeled system in response to the monitored events, and

(iv) an execution module for det ding events and, responsive to said table of parameters and to said

detected events, for selectively displaying and manipulating said virtual objects on the monitor.

The system according to claim 1 wherein state table editor module includes an interpreter module respon-

sive to said table of parameters for supplying command data in the form of an Augmented Transition Net-

work (ATN) Language.

The system according to claim 1 wherein said state table editor module includes a collection of reaction

rules forming a reaction table stored in memory.

Afinite state machine for simulating a system and responsive to a signal representing a present state of

the simulated system and to a plurality of input signals for deriving an output signal including a signal de-

fining a next state of the simulated system, said finite state machine including:

a random access memory responsive to an address signal for selectively retrieving instruction sig-

nals stored therein; and

a processing unit for storing the present simulated system state and responsive to said simulated

system state, the plurality of input signals and said retrieved instruction signal for supplying said address

signal and defining the next state of the simulated system, said processing unit including

(i) a state table editor module responsive to a user input signal for deriving a state table defining

(a) present states of the simulated system,

(b) input signals to be monitored by the simulated system,

(c) actions to be taken by the simulated system in response to the monitored signals, and

(iv) next states of the simulated system to be entered in response to the monitored signals, and

(ii) a runtime environment module responsive to said state table for loading said instruction signals

into said random access memory.

A method of real-time finite state simulation for graphically responding to user inputs by displaying virtual

objects on a monitor, comprising the steps of:

deriving a positional signal representing a position of a cursor on the monitor in response the user

inputs;

supplying selection data in response to (0 the positional signal representing the position of said

cursor corresponding to (ii) a position of a virtual object on said monitor,

defining virtual input and output type objects and associating with each a class of behavior respon-

sive to said selection data;

defining a state table in response to said selection data including:

(t) states of a simulated system including the objects,

(ii) simulated events to be monitored,

(iii) simulated actions to be taken by the simulated system in response to the monitored events, and

(iv) next states of the simulated system to be entered in response to the monitored events; and

selectively displaying and manipulating said virtual objects in response to said state table, said

selection data, other virtual objects and contents of variables.

The method of claim 5 further comprising the step of associating with ones of said virtual objects respec-

tive names of variables to which said associated class of behavior of said virtual objects are respectively

responsive;

A method of prototype development and prototype simulation, comprising the steps of:

defining graphic objects for display on a monitor;

associating with each of the graphic objects enumerated inputs to which each graphic object is

responsive and a response of each graphic object to the respective enumerated inputs;

displaying a state table having plural rows and columns on the monitor,

receiving a graphic device input signal and, in response, positioning and displaying a cursor on the

m niton

detecting a positi n of said cursor corresponding t a position of ne of said graphic ejects on

th monitor,

displaying a menu of input and resp ns s associat d with said ne graphic bject;

17
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selecting an input and a response from the displayed menu; and

entering data corresponding to the selected input and respons in said state table.

The m thod of claim 7 further comprising the step of selectively displaying the graphic objects n the

monitor in response to input and response data stored in said state table.

A method of graphically modelling a system, comprising the steps of:

defining a set of graphic objects and attributing to each

(i) at least one controlling parameter,

(ii) a set of one or more displayable visual characteristics, and

(iii) changeable features of said displayable visual characteristics responsive to said controlling para-

meter,

describing a state table defining the operation of a finite state machine, the state table including

(i) present states of the finite state machine,

(ii) events to be monitored in each of the present states,

(iii) controlling parameters to be generated in response to detection of a respective event to be moni-

tored in said present states, and

(iv) next states of the finite state machine in response to detection ofa respective event to be monitored

in said present states;

operating said finite state machine responsive to said state table to display said graphic objects

including

(i) defining an instant one of said present states of the finite state machine defined in said state table.

(ii) detecting an event of the events to be monitored in said instant present state,

(iii) generating a controlling parameter in response to said detected event of said instant present state

in accordance with said state table, and

(iv) defining a next state of the finite state machine in response to said detected event of said instant

present state in accordance with said state table; and

displaying said graphic objects in response to said controlling parameter generated by said gen-

erating step.

10. A system for developing and executing interactive visual applications wherein dynamic data is mapped

into coherently animated virtual objects and operator interaction facilities are provided to interact with

the virtual objects, the system comprising:

a central processing unit responsive to operator control signals for supplying address and control

signals;

random access memory providing instructions to said central processing unit in response said ad-

dress signals from said central processing unit;

a non-volatile storage medium for supplying said instructions to said random access memory in

response to said control signals from said central processing unit;

a graphics display device responsive to said control signals from said central processing unit for

displaying the virtual objects; and

operator input means for supplying said operator control signals to said central processing unit,

said operator control signal including positional and alphanumeric signals, said operator input means in-

cluding

(i) a locator/trigger device for providing said positional signals to the central processing unit, and

(ii) a data entry device for supplying said alphanumeric signals to said central processing unit;

said instructions including functional modules for defining operations of said central processing

unit, including

(i) an object editor module responsive to said operator control signals for defining the virtual objects

by relating a graphical appearance of said virtual objects to a behavior of said objects during execution

by the system;

(ii) an integration editor module responsive to said operator control signals for mapping ones of the vir-

tual objects into names of variables, the contents of memory locations of said random access memory

corresponding to said named variables, said named variables being used for redrawing the virtual ob-

jects n the graphics display to r fleet changes in the contents of the memory locations associated

with said named variables and said nam d variables further supplying graphical access t data in re-

sponse to said positional signals from said locator/trigger d vice and t sere nl cations of said virtual

bjects,

10

15

20

25
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(iii) an execution facility for redrawing ones of said virtual objects in response to dynamic data stored

in said random access memory and in response to operator control signals, the execution facility fur-

ther responsive to predetermined logic specification data;

(iv) said logic specification data specifying sets of events and corresponding reactions which should

5 occur in response to the respective events, an respective origin of the event a state of the system

wherein said state is afinite state machine model of the system, and predetermined conditions, wherein

each of said events originating from one of (A) ones of said virtual objects, (B) a system clock signal,

(C) control signals from said central processing unit, (D) messages from other computer systems, or

(E) changes in the contents of the named variables;

to (v) said logic specification further specifying the next state that the system should transition to after

an event is received;

(vi) said logic specification further specifying the reactions that occur under control of the logic spec-

ification, ones of which affect ones of the virtual objects displayed on the display device; and

a state table editor responsive to said operator control signals for defining said logic specification

is by specifying:

(i) system states;

(ii) events and conditions to be recognized in respective ones of said states;

(iii) actions to be taken in response to respective ones of said events and states; and

(iv) next states to be entered in response to respective ones of said events and states.

20

11. The system of claim 10 wherein said logic specification is generated responsive to selection of the virtual

objects displayed on the graphics display to fill in a state table including said events and conditions to

be recognized and corresponding actions to be taken.

25
12. The system of claim 1 0 including means for specifying events and respective sources of said events by

clicking with the locator/trigger device on the visual representation of the virtual object generating respec-

tive ones of said events.

13. The system of claim 12 wherein said state table includes said logic specification data.

30
14. The system of claim 13 including means responsive to said locator/trigger device for selectively inserting

said logic specification data into said state table.

15. The system of daim 11 including means responsive to said operator control signals for entering state

names of respective ones of said states into the state table.

35

16. The system of claim 15 wherein said means for entering said state names includes means for copying

from one of said cells forming said state table to another of said cells forming said state table.

17. The system of claim 19 wherein said execution facility includes said logic specification and said execution

40 facility is stored in said random access memory during a system execution mode of operation.

18. The system of claim 1 0 in which said logic specification is stored in a computer controlled setup forming

a real equivalent of a modeled system, wherein said computer controlled setup exhibits a behavior sub-

stantially the same as a behavior of said modeled system.

45

50

55
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ACTION PARAMETERS
Object: LIGHT / Traflictight

Action: Change State

Name Of State: RED LIGHT

Figure 14

ACTION PARAMETERS
Object: XY OBJECT / Car Icon

Event: Move_Object

Anchor RELATIVEJTO_CRT

X Coordinate 0,5

Y Coordinate |
0.5

Figure 15

Parameter Value

Held Name: NAME OF.STATE
Object: LIGHT / TRAFFIC-LIGHT
Type: STATE_NAME

REDJJGHT

GREENJJGHT

YELLOWJJGHT

LEFTTURNJJGHT

WALK LIGHT

Parameter Value

Field Name: ANCHOR
Object: XY OBJECT / Car Icon

Type: ANCHORJTYPE

RELAT1VE_TO_CRT

RELATIVE.TOJRAME

ABSOLUTE

SCALED_TO_FRAME

Parameter Value

Reld Name: X Coordinate Object: XY OBJECT / Car Icon Type: float

Enter Value (0.0,3.0)

Figure 16
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Examples ofEVENTS for an object class:

Object Glaw»: KNOB

KNOB.TURNED
KNOB.MOVBD
KNOB.PREBSED

Object Class: FIELD

FIELD VAUD
FIELD INVALID
FIELD

Figure 21

Examples ofEVENTS that apply to no object class:

Object CIbsb: NONE

NOJDEVICE
ANYEVENT
FIKSTJTIME
INITIALLY
IMMEDIATE
FINAL
COMMENT
PERIODIC
TIMEOUT
USER

Figure 22
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Examples ofACTIONS for an object class:

Object Class: MQHT

Light ChangeJState /* This changes the mode of the light. •/

Objoct.ChangeJack.Color /• This applies to all otgects which have a

background colon V

ObjectJdovc /• applies to all movable objects. V

O^ect Class: FIELD /* Text fields can be input, output, or both in and out V

Object Chnnge_BackXolor /* This applies to all electa which have a

background colon*/

/* This applies to all movable objects. V
/* This applies to all objecta that have text in

them, */

/• For a text field, set its default value •/

/ Set the validation rules for the field */

/» Set the value of a Held. •/

I* Set the value of the field to tho dofault

* value. •/

Object.Movc

TextJ^ont.Change

Field3clJ>efault

FieldJ3el_ValidaU6n

PieldLSeCValue
FieldLRcstore.Default

Figure 23

Kxamplea ofACTlONa that apply to no object class:

Object Class: NONE

ramom.number
prinlwdisplay

set_colorJiKt

exit

/* Compute a random number */

/* Send a copy of the display to the printer V
I* Add names to the color table. V
/* Stop all processing V

Figure 24
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LETX-
SELECTED RELEVANT CHOICE

ASSIGN X
TO CURRENTCELL

OOETERMWE DEFAULT PARAKCTER VALUES

PUT UP PARAMETER VALUES VVMOQW

Figure 25
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I
FOR EACH X IN PARAMETER LIST

I

Figure 26
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PUT UPTEXT EDfT
WTTM CURRENT
PARAMETER VALUE
AS WIW.VALUE

PUT UP
PARAMETER VALUE
WINDOW WTTM
UST OF POSSIBLE VALUES
FOR THE USER TO SELECT
FROM

Figure 27

MAKE SELECTED VALUE
THE CURRENT VALUE
FOR THE PARAMETER

Figure 28
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Figure 29
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